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the many books which try to make you read some junk, that are there for short time or specific reasons get banned in india. so what is it with so much fuss, theres always those who have some kind of religious and moral issues with the bad words but the general reaction is so extreme and from what i understand the people who make the ruckus are the same who

are always making other things problematic. one such novel found its way to the ban books list on the internet, this book is titled as sivalingam and is about a dude who finds an idol of siva, the face of whom is so distinct its almost impossible to ignore. the reading is supposed to take place in a dark room and the book is recommended to those who have a weak heart
and are sensitive about their emotions. you must have seen such thing that you first feel happy and then you feel pity and finally you get angry. everything has its own place, place for your emotions to develop, but here we are supposed to read this book which is supposed to teach a person about your emotions and which is supposed to make you feel sad after

reading. i never heard this kind of book before! most of the books we see on the banned list usually it is the ones who actually shows us good ways of living, which are so powerful they will make anyone feel good. the book which is supposed to be the worst insult to humanity, involves a fight where one person calls another a dead dog. the moral of this book is that it
is okay to insult people as long as you do it in a very nice and agreeable way. the book uses a variety of insults like dead goat, dead rats, dead pig, etc.. which is the only reason this book caused so much uproar.
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many people forget that a a mantra is just normal sound and unless it is siddha mantra it can not impact anything. thus a child reading some mantra will not affect anything. for mantras to be useful one needs to invest time in learning it and chanting it thousands of
times under the guidance of a guru. only then the mantra is able to attract the divine powers to bend the forces of nature. it is not a fast food where you could just read some letters and expect the unexpected. indias reputation for being a little close minded has
always been a point of discussion. whether its with equal rights, social issues or even literature. from being deemed too harmful to the nations integrity to just getting offended, books are banned in india for all kinds of reasons. freedom of speech is a very difficult
line to tread, which is why theres never really any reason to ban something simply for being trashy. hi there, its a very interesting and useful website which ive recently came across. i recently read a book from here research report on veds by shravan jha. is there
any way to contact this author as there is no information about him in the book. thanks a lot for such kind of book. really appreciate the work of shravan jha. since its origin as a vedic ritual for the creation of fire it has been used by many as a fighting word and has
been considered to be the worst kind of insults. no one has been spared from its vocabulary when abusing another. this claim has lead to an array of bans on books, plays, movies, songs, songs, even poetry books itself, have been banned. its use has become a tool

for the masochistic, its a weird way to provoke a fight or a phone call, but is one that has become accepted in our society and we are all guilty of its use. 5ec8ef588b
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